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Dissociation between the Experience-Dependent
Development of Hippocampal Theta Sequences and
Single-Trial Phase Precession
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Solomon H. Snyder Department of Neuroscience, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

Theta sequences are circuit-level activity patterns produced when groups of hippocampal place cells fire in sequences that reflect a
compressed behavioral order of place fields within each theta cycle. The high temporal coordination between place cells exhibited in theta
sequences is compatible with the induction of synaptic plasticity and has been proposed as one of the mechanisms underlying the
encoding of episodic memory of recently acquired experience. Yet how theta sequences develop with experience has not been directly
addressed. Here we simultaneously recorded large numbers of cells in the dorsal hippocampal CA1 area from rats exploring on a novel
linear track. Although place cell firing activities accurately represented the animal’s current location, distinct theta sequences were absent
on the first lap but emerged immediately thereafter and remained stable once established. The absence of theta sequences on the first lap
was not due to place field instability, decreased overall excitability of place cells, behavior variables, or the absence of individual neuronal
phase precession. We observed strong single-lap phase precession in a significant percentage of place fields on the first lap and through-
out the recording. Individual neuronal phase precession was stable from the first lap to subsequent laps but, across neurons, phase
precession became more synchronized after experience, suggesting a novel mechanism for the generation of theta sequences. These
results suggest that experience-independent temporal coding in individual neurons is combined with rapid plasticity of hippocampal
neural networks during experience to acquire predictive representations of the immediate future.
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Introduction
The hippocampus is important for navigational learning
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1979; Morris et al., 1982) and episodic mem-
ory (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Olton and Samuelson, 1976; Gaf-
fan, 1994; Steele and Morris, 1999), both of which require
temporal encoding of relationships between events and/or loca-
tions. Temporal coordination between hippocampal neurons
during theta oscillations, namely, theta sequences (Skaggs et al.,
1996; Dragoi and Buzsáki, 2006; Foster and Wilson, 2007; Gupta
et al., 2012), is thought to underlie this function via spike timing-
dependent plasticity (Hebb et al., 1994; Jensen and Lisman, 1996;
Skaggs et al., 1996). The “sweeping forward” structure of theta
sequences also enables the retrieval of information about loca-
tions immediately ahead of the animal, which can be useful in
guiding future behavior (Johnson and Redish, 2007; Gupta et al.,
2012). However, little is known regarding the mechanisms un-

derlying the development of hippocampal theta sequences with
individual experiences, likely due to technical difficulties associ-
ated with simultaneously recording large cell ensembles. Because
theta sequences generally recruit place cells only when the animal
occupies their place fields, they are shorter and harder to detect
than, for example, offline replay sequences that recruit cells with
fields dispersed widely throughout the environment (Lee and
Wilson, 2002; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013). Here we address this
technical difficulty by implanting micro-drives containing 40 ad-
justable tetrodes targeted to the hippocampus, yielding up to
hundreds of simultaneously recorded place cells.

Theta sequences were originally predicted as a consequence of
phase precession (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996),
in which spikes fired by an individual place cell occur at progres-
sively earlier theta phases during place field traversal. However,
variability in place field sizes, instantaneous firing rates, phase
precession offsets, phase precession slopes, and other properties
between different cells complicate the relationship between phase
precession and theta sequences (Dragoi and Buzsáki, 2006; Foster
and Wilson, 2007; Schmidt et al., 2009). Theoretical models and
experimental results also differ in how they view the dependence
of phase precession and/or theta sequences on experience, with
some regarding phase precession as intrinsic to individual place
cells and independent of experience (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993;
Rosenzweig et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2009), whereas others regard
phase precession as merely an experimental corollary of theta se-
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quences, which may themselves exist before experience (Itskov et al.,
2011) or result from it (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997; Tso-
dyks, 1999; Mehta et al., 2002). Nevertheless, despite different ac-
counts, the common assumption in most previous work is that
ensemble-level theta sequences and single neuronal phase preces-
sion are manifestations of the same underlying phenomenon.

In this study, we recorded up to hundreds of hippocampal
place cells simultaneously in freely behaving rats, to examine di-
rectly theta sequence structure and single-trial phase precession
during successive traversals along a novel track. We observed that
theta sequence structure was absent on the first experience of a
novel environment but emerged immediately thereafter, whereas
the phase precession of individual hippocampal place cells was
present from the first traversal and appeared to be an experience-
independent phenomenon.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and experiment protocol. All procedures were approved by the
Johns Hopkins University Animal Care and Use Committee and fol-
lowed National Institutes of Health animal use guidelines. Four adult
male Long–Evans rats (4 – 6 months old) were food deprived and pre-
trained to repeatedly traverse a linear track to obtain liquid reward at
both ends in a room different from the recording room before implan-
tation. Seven recording sessions of animals running on novel linear
tracks that have never been experienced before were included in this
study (track length, 165 cm; minimum of 14 laps per session). Of the
seven recording sessions, two animals contributed more than one session
by being introduced to other physically distinct novel linear tracks on
different recording days. We also rearrange the distal cues in the record-
ing room between different recording days.

Surgery and data acquisition. A microdrive array containing 40 inde-
pendently adjustable, gold-plated tetrodes aimed at area CA1 of dorsal
hippocampus (20 tetrodes per hemisphere; 4.00 mm posterior and 2.85
mm lateral to bregma) was implanted in animals after pretraining. Final
tetrode placement, unit recording, and local field potential (LFP) recording
were as previously described (Foster and Wilson, 2006; Pfeiffer and Foster,
2013). All data were collected using a Digital Lynx data acquisition system
(Neuralynx). The animal’s position was tracked via independently colored
LEDs mounted on the microdrive array. Individual units were identified by
manual clustering based on spike waveform peak amplitudes using custom
software (xclust2, Matt A. Wilson). Only well-isolated units were included in
the analysis. Clustered units identified as putative inhibitory neurons on the
basis of spike width were excluded from further analysis.

Position reconstruction from neural activities. Position was linearized
and binned into 2.5 cm bins. Directional place fields were calculated as
the smoothed histogram of firing activity normalized by the time spent
per bin. Single-lap directional place fields were calculated using spikes
only from the current lap and the current running direction (each lap is
composed of two traverses along the track in opposite directions). Place
cells with peak firing rates �1 Hz along the track were excluded. A
memoryless probability-based decoding algorithm was used to estimate the
animal’s position based on the directional place fields and the spike trains
(Davidson et al., 2009; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013). Briefly, the posterior prob-
ability of the animal’s position (pos) across M total position bins given a time
window (�) containing neural spiking (spikes) is as follows:

Pr� pos�spikes� � ���
j�1

M

�

where

� � �
k�1

2 ��
i�1

N

fi� pos, dirk�
ni� e�T�

i�1

N

fi� pos, dirk�

and fi ( pos, dirk) is the place field of one running direction of the i-th unit,
assuming independent rates and Poisson firing statistics for all N units
and a uniform prior over position. A time window of 20 ms, moving with

5 ms steps, was used to examine theta sequence structure in a fine time-
scale. Decoded errors were calculated as the differences between the an-
imal’s current running position and the peak decoded position in each
time window (see Fig. 1b, middle).

Analysis of LFP. LFP from the tetrode with either highest theta signal-
to-noise ratio or largest number of simultaneously recorded pyramidal
cells was filtered through 4 –12 Hz bandpass filter. Global phase zero was
defined as the theta phase (r) corresponding to maximal pyramidal cell
activities (Skaggs et al., 1996). The theta phase of an emitted spike (�) at
time t was determined by linear interpolation of spike timing between the
preceding theta trough at time t0 and the following theta trough at time
t1, and referenced to global phase zero as the following:

� � mod� t � t0

t1 � t0
� r � 360�

where mod indicates the remainder when divided by 360 because the
phase is always a number between 0 and 359. The instantaneous theta
frequency was determined as the reciprocal of duration of each theta
cycle. To normalize across tetrodes with different impedances, z-scored
theta peak amplitudes were calculated for each individual recording ses-
sion when pooling data together.

Quantification methods for theta sequences. Theta sequences were
quantified only when the animal was in the middle of the track (one-sixth
to five-sixths of the track length), running faster than 10 cm/s, and when
the durations of the corresponding theta cycles ranged from 100 to 200
ms. To construct the averaged theta sequence on each lap (see Figs. 2a, 3c,
5a,c, and Fig. 7a), decoded probabilities over position during each theta
cycle were aligned to the animal’s current running position and direction
before averaging. The mid-time point of theta sequences was defined as
the theta phase where the center of the averaged theta sequence lies.

Method I: probability differences. Decoded probabilities �50 cm
around the animal’s location, and �1⁄4 theta cycle around the mid-time
point of the theta sequence, were divided equally into four quadrants.
The region both physically and temporally behind the animal is repre-
sented as Quadrant II, whereas Quadrant IV represents the region phys-
ically and temporally ahead of the animal (see Figs. 2a, 3c, 5a,c, and Fig.
7a, inset of the subplot for lap 14). The summed decoded probabilities
opposite with the animal’s current running direction (Quadrants I and
III) were subtracted from the summed decoded probabilities along the
animal’s current running direction (Quadrants II and IV) and then nor-
malized by the summed decoded probabilities in all four quadrants. Pos-
itive differences would imply theta sequences sweeping in the running
direction of the animal, whereas differences close to zero would indicate
a lack of sequential structure in the decoded probabilities.

Method II: weighted correlation. Decoded probabilities ( prob) were
assigned as weights of position estimates to calculate the correlation co-
efficient between time (T ) and decoded position (P) as follows:

corr�T, P; prob� �
cov�T, P; prob�

�cov�T, T; prob�cov�P, P; prob�

where weighted covariance between time and decoded position is as
follows:

cov�T, P; prob� �
�iprobi�Ti � m�T; prob���Pi � m�P; prob��

�iprobi

and weighted means of time and decoded position are as follows:

m�T; prob� �
�iprobiTi�iprobi

and m�P; prob� �
�iprobiPi�iprobi

Weighted correlation of each reconstructed theta sequence was calcu-
lated from the decoded probabilities of positions 50 cm behind and ahead
of the animal’s current location, in a time window of 1⁄4 theta cycle before
and after the mid-time point of each theta sequence. A distinct sequential
structure sweeping along the animal’s running direction would yield a
large positive correlation, whereas a lack of sequential structure would
produce a correlation close to zero.
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Method III: theta sequence slope. The slope of each theta sequence was
determined by the slope of a fitted line that yielded the maximum de-
coded probability in a 20 cm vicinity and within half a theta cycle cen-
tered by the mid-time point. To fit a line that best describes the series of
position estimates during each theta cycle, we used a method similar to
line finding in a 2-dimensional image, using a modified discrete approx-
imation to the Radon transform (Toft, 1996; Davidson et al., 2009). The
likelihood ( R) that the decoded theta sequence (duration of n time bins)
is along the fitted line with slope ( V), and starting location (�) was
calculated as the averaged decoded probability in a 20 cm vicinity along
the fitted line as follows:

R�V, �� �
1

n�k�0

n�1

Pr��pos � �� � V � k � �t�� � d�

Where �t is the moving step of the decoding time window (5 ms), and the
value of d was empirically set to 10 cm to fit theta sequences with small
local variations in slope (for those time bins k when the fitted line would
specify a location beyond the end of the track, the median probability of
all possible locations is taken as the likelihood). To determine the most
likely slope for each decoded theta sequence, we densely sampled the
parameter space of V and � to find the values that maximize R. A larger
slope would indicate a faster propagation speed of the sequence across
participating neurons.

Method IV: spike train correlation. For each theta sequence, Pearson’s
linear correlation coefficient between spike timing and place cell peak
firing positions was calculated for spikes emitted during 45–315 degrees
of individual theta cycle (referenced to global phase zero) and for cells
whose peak firing positions were within 50 cm behind or in front of the
animal’s current position.

To produce error bars in Figure 4b, theta sequences on each lap were
divided into five groups by the corresponding z-scored theta peak ampli-
tudes, instantaneous theta frequencies, overall firing rate, or the animal’s
running speeds. Analysis controlling overall firing rate on each lap was
conducted by randomly sampling spikes from each lap (Figs. 3b, 5a,b,
6b,c, and Fig. 7c). Analysis controlling the animal’s running speed on
each lap was conducted by matching theta sequences with the same ani-
mal’s running speed in between laps (see Fig. 5c,d).

Quantifications of individual neuronal phase precessions. Single-lap/
trial phase precessions were examined in place fields that possessed peak
firing rates no less than 5 Hz, peak firing positions in the middle of the
track (one-fifth to four-fifths of the track length), field size (defined by 1
Hz firing rate boundary) more than two position bins and not including
the end of the track. The definitions of center of mass, skewness, and
FRAI (see Fig. 6d) were as previously described (Mehta et al., 2000). For
group analysis, only stable place fields from cells emitting at least three
spikes at no less than two different location bins on each lap were in-
cluded. The phase-position correlation of spikes emitted by a place cell
during a single traverse of its place field by the animal was determined by
finding the optimal phase shift (P, referred as phase offset) that mini-
mizes the negative Pearson’s linear correlation (corr) between animal’s
positions ( pos) and shifted spike phases (� � P) as follows:

corr�� � P, pos� �
cov�� � P, pos�

��	P�pos

where � is the original spike phase, cov is the covariance, and � is the SD.
Phase precession slope was calculated by least-square fit of spike loca-
tions of the animal and shifted spike phases. Phase range was defined as
the phase difference between the spike with the highest shifted phase and
the spike with the lowest shifted phase, rather than as the multiplication
of phase precession slope and the size of the single-lap place field as
previously has been defined (Schmidt et al., 2009). The latter method
relies on the goodness of fit of the linear regression and, thus, can be
imprecise or underestimate the real phase range when the spike phase
and location are weakly or nonlinearly correlated (e.g., bimodality of
phase precession; Fig. 6a, Cell 55 in Session 7) (Yamaguchi et al., 2002).
The phase range of single-lap phase precession calculated through the
latter method was indeed smaller (185 � 1.64 degrees, mean � SEM)
than through our method (see Results) and was close to half a theta cycle

as Schmidt et al. (2009) previously reported. However, our phase range
calculation is independent of the strength of phase precession and thus
was used throughout the study, although the method in Schmidt et al.
(2009) did not change our main results. Polar plots of phase offset dis-
tributions were generated with 	/6 bin size. The shuffled data were pro-
duced by independently replacing the phase of each emitted spike by a
random phase for 5000 times (Fig. 6b, top). The resultant vector length in
Figure 7c was calculated as the magnitude of the resultant vector of
single-lap phase offsets from all the stable place fields that included in the
group analysis. We also quantified the resultant vector length of phase
offset of all the pairs of place fields that were recorded on the same
recording tetrode, or between different tetrodes (Fig. 7d, left). Theta
phase deviation was defined as the phase difference between global phase
zero and the trough of theta oscillation of individual LFP. The calculation
of spike modulation depth was as previously described (Carr et al., 2012).
Circular statistics were performed using CircStat MATLAB Toolbox (Be-
rens, 2009).

Results
In all of the seven recording sessions, we simultaneously recorded
large numbers of hippocampal place cells that were active when
animals ran laps on novel linear tracks (78 � 6.5 active place cells
per session; mean � SEM). Both recorded LFP and neuronal
spiking activities demonstrated strong theta modulation during
exploration (Fig. 1a,b). Individual place cells emitted spikes in
advancing theta phases as the animal ran across their place fields
(single-lap phase precession: Fig. 1a, magenta and green). Order-
ing place cells by their peak firing positions along the track
revealed repetitive sequential spiking activities across the popu-
lation of neurons that were phase-locked to each theta cycle
(theta sequences: Fig. 1a, middle). Decoded probabilities of the
animal’s position estimated from pyramidal cell activities (Da-
vidson et al., 2009) revealed more distinct sequential structures of
theta sequences (Fig. 1a, bottom), which start and end on the
descending phase of theta-modulated spike density oscillation
(on average 80 degrees in reference to spike density peak; Fig.
1b). Decoded errors were also modulated by theta oscillations,
with minimum error near the center of theta sequences (Fig.
1b, middle).

Individual theta sequences and single-lap phase precession
To compare theta sequence strength on each lap accurately, we
used four distinct methods, based on decoded probabilities or
spike trains to quantify individual theta sequences during 5513
theta cycles. Consistent with previous reports (Dragoi and Buz-
sáki, 2006; Foster and Wilson, 2007; Davidson et al., 2009), the
majority of theta sequences demonstrated stronger decoded
probabilities along the animal’s current running direction than
the opposite direction (normalized probability differences:
0.22 � 0.00, median � SEM; Fig. 1c, first panel), positive
weighted correlations between decoded position and time
(0.26 � 0.00; median � SEM; Fig. 1c, second panel), positive
slopes (2.50 � 0.06, median � SEM; Fig. 1c, third panel), and
positive correlations between spike timing and place cell peak
firing positions (0.21 � 0.01; median � SEM; Fig. 1c, fourth
panel), all with p � 10�10 from Wilcoxon signed rank test .

We also quantified single-lap phase precessions in place cells
that had stable place fields throughout the recording session.
Consistent with previous reports (Schmidt et al., 2009), the ma-
jority of 1946 single-lap phase precessions demonstrated negative
correlations between spike location and spike phase (�0.52 �
0.00; mean � SEM; Fig. 1d, first panel), negative slopes
(�19.22 � 0.67; mean � SEM; Fig. 1d, second panel), phase
offsets around 259 degrees (mean; 1.44, SEM; Fig. 1d, third
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panel), and phase ranges around 330 degrees (median; 0.99, SEM;
Fig. 1d, fourth panel; see Materials and Methods). Given our
ability to measure both theta sequences and theta phase preces-
sion, we next asked whether either or both varied as a function of
experience on a lap-by-lap basis after exposure to a novel
environment.

Theta sequence structure emerged rapidly after experience on
a novel track
To examine the development of theta sequences, we centered the
decoded position estimates by the animal’s current running loca-
tion and the mid-time point of theta sequence at each theta cycle
and averaged the resulting sequences. We observed no clear se-
quential structure when the animal was running on the first lap
across the novel track (Fig. 2a, first subplot, average of decoding
during 440 theta cycles). However, by the second lap on the track,
distinct theta sequences emerged in the decoded positions. These
sequences swept forward along the animal’s running direction
and persisted across subsequent laps once established (Fig. 2a,
second to 14th subplot).

All four quantification methods for theta sequences demon-
strated significant positive correlations between theta sequence
strength and the number of running experiences (Fig. 2b; Pear-
son’s linear correlation coefficient r � 0.13, p � 10�10, probabil-
ity differences, first panel; r � 0.11, p � 10�10, weighted
correlation, second panel; r � 0.07, p � 2.02 
 10�7, slope, third

panel; r � 0.06, p � 3.83 
 10�5, spike train correlation, fourth
panel). Theta sequence strength increased dramatically between
the first lap and following laps, resembling a negative acceleration
curve. There was a significant difference in theta sequence strength
between running laps (Fig. 2b; Kruskal–Wallis test: H(13) � 236.08,
p � 10�10, probability differences, first panel; H(13) � 215.77, p �
10�10, weighted correlation, second panel; H(13) � 52.61, p �
1.06 
 10�6, slope, third panel; H(13) � 54.4, p � 5.16 
 10�7,
spike train correlation, fourth panel), and the significance of the
effect was mainly due to a near-zero theta sequence strength on
the first lap indicated by post hoc multiple comparison with
Scheffé correction (the first lap was included in all pairs of laps
that were significantly different under all four quantification
methods, with a single exception of probability difference be-
tween lap 2 and lap 8). We further verified the absence of clear
sequential structure on the first lap in individual recording ses-
sions, and the rapid development of theta sequences was univer-
sal across all the animals and recording sessions (Kruskal–Wallis
test of probability differences measurement: p � 1.62 
 10�8,
session 1; p � 2.59 
 10�7, session 2; p � 7.68 
 10�4, session 3;
p � 2.10 
 10�6, session 4; p � 2.59 
 10�9, session 5; p �
10�10, session 6; p � 9.61 
 10�5, session 7). Post hoc multiple
comparison with Scheffé correction indicated that, in all individ-
ual sessions, the first lap was included in all pairs of laps that were
significantly different. Our results suggest that the formation of

Figure 1. Individual theta sequences and single-lap phase precession. a, Left, Concurrent LFP (top panel, raw LFP in gray, 4 –12 Hz bandpass filtered theta rhythm in black), spikes from 107 CA1
pyramidal cells ordered by place cells’ peak firing positions along the track (middle, black bars; magenta and green represent the spikes from the cells in right panel), and theta sequences constructed
from raw spikes (bottom, probability estimates were color scaled) during 1.55 s of the animal’s running. Overlay white line indicates the speed of each theta sequence. The running trajectory of the
animal was indicated as overlay blue (middle) or black line (bottom). The beginning and end of theta sequences were indicated as white (bottom) or red bars (other panels). Right, Examples of
single-lap phase precession. Top, Two overlapping place fields. Bottom, Phase-position relationship of emitted spikes during the running lap shown in the left panel. b, Spike density of neuronal
population (top), decoded errors (middle), and theta sequences (bottom) were theta modulated. c, Histogram of theta sequence strength measured by probability differences (first panel), weighted
correlation (second panel), slope (third panel), and spike train correlation (fourth panel). d, Histogram of phase-position correlation (first panel), slope (second panel), phase offset (third panel), and
phase range (fourth panel) of single-lap phase precession.
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theta sequences can be rapidly achieved by single-trial
experience.

The rapid development of theta sequences was not due to
place field instability
Previous literature has reported that the ensemble code of hip-
pocampal neural firing upon entering a novel environment is
initially less robust and takes minutes to stabilize (Wilson and
McNaughton, 1993), which raises a problem for the decoding
algorithm we have used because the lack of sequential structure in
the decoded probabilities during the first lap could simply result
from the utilization of an inaccurate ensemble code based on
spikes from the whole recording session (“whole session decod-
ing”). We therefore implemented a second decoding algorithm
using place fields calculated only from spikes that occurred dur-
ing the lap being decoded (“single-lap decoding”) to obtain a
more faithful representation of theta sequences on each lap.

We tested the accuracy of single-lap decoding on the short
sequence-decoding timescale (20 ms), which is different from the
behavioral timescale (approximately seconds) over which place
fields were generated, so that accuracy was not a trivial conse-
quence of data overfitting. Indeed, single-lap decoding largely
increased the accuracy of position estimation, especially on the
first lap (Fig. 3a,b). When comparing the decoded probabilities
for the animal’s current position, single-lap decoding (Fig. 3b,
blue) yielded a significantly higher probability (p � 10�10, Wil-
coxon rank sum test) than whole session decoding (Fig. 3b,
black), and largely decreased the variability of decoded probabil-
ities between laps (sum of squares of between-laps variability:
7.85 
 10 11 vs 3.42 
 10 12, single-lap vs whole session decoding).
This variability can be further decreased by controlling overall

firing rate between different laps (Fig. 3b, green; sum of squares of
between-laps variability: 5.05 
 10 11).

The rapid development of theta sequences after the first lap
was preserved when reconstructing theta sequences using single-
lap decoding (Fig. 3c). More importantly, the decoded probabil-
ities concentrated at the animal’s current location on the first lap,
suggesting a complete lack of sequential structure that was not
due to an inaccurate representation of space from place cell ac-
tivities. When quantifying the strength of theta sequences under
single-lap decoding, all three methods based on decoding dem-
onstrated a negative acceleration curve of theta sequence strength
with the number of running laps, with near-zero theta sequence
strength only on the first lap (Fig. 3d, first to third panels). Spike
train correlation between spike timing and place cell peak firing
positions defined by single-lap place fields increased dramatically
after the second lap (Fig. 3d, fourth panel). There were statisti-
cally significant differences of theta sequence strength between
different laps under all four methods (Kruskal–Wallis test:
H(13) � 169.93, p � 10�10 for probability differences, Fig. 3d, first
panel; H(13) � 160.39, p � 10�10 for weighted correlation, Fig.
3d, second panel; H(13) � 75.95, p � 10�10 for theta sequence
slope, Fig. 3d, third panel; H(13) � 84.51, p � 10�10 for spike train
correlation, Fig. 3d, fourth panel). Post hoc multiple comparisons
with Scheffé correction indicated the first lap as the source of
significant difference under the first three measurements of theta
sequence strength, whereas the spike train correlation of both the
first and second lap were significantly different with some of the
later laps. The utilization of single-lap decoding suggested that
the rapid development of theta sequences was not due to place
field instability (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993); further, be-
cause this decoding algorithm is based on single-lap unidirec-

Figure 2. Theta sequence structure emerged immediately after the first experience on the novel track using whole session decoding. a, Averaged decoded probabilities over 125 cm centered by
the animal’s current running position, aligned by the animal’s current running direction during 325 ms centered by the mid-time point of theta sequence for each lap. Color scale is the same as in
Figure 1a. b, Theta sequence strength changed significantly between the first lap and the following laps. First panel, Probability of (II 	 IV � I � III)/(I 	 II 	 III 	 IV) Quadrant in a 100 cm and
1⁄2 theta cycle window centered by the animal’s current running position and the mid-time point of theta sequence on different laps. Second panel, Weighted correlations between time and decoded
positions across laps. Third panel, Theta sequence slopes across laps. Fourth panel, Spike train correlations across laps. *Lap that was included in all significant pairs of laps at the 0.05 level.
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tional place fields that were calculated using spikes only from the
current lap and the current running direction (see Materials and
Methods), the decoded results should be unaffected by progres-
sive changes in place field directionality (Frank et al., 2004). Also,
when the data were divided by animals’ running directions, clear
sequential structure was absent on the first lap in both directions
(probability differences measurement of theta sequence strength
for one running direction: 0.04 � 0.01 vs 0.15 � 0.00, mean �
SEM of the first lap versus all the following laps combined; for the
other running direction: 0.06 � 0.02 vs 0.20 � 0.00). Because
single-lap decoding was more accurate and less variable than
whole session decoding, we continued to use single-lap decoding
in all the following analyses.

The rapid development of theta sequences was not due to
other novelty-based changes in intrinsic hippocampal
function or in behavior
Being exposed to a novel environment not only alters place field
stability but also several other aspects of hippocampal function
and behavior. Changes include decreases in theta frequency (Jee-
wajee et al., 2008), increases in theta power (Penley et al., 2013), a
suppression of interneuron activities (Wilson and McNaughton,
1993; Frank et al., 2004; Nitz and McNaughton, 2004), an eleva-
tion of pyramidal cell activities (Nitz and McNaughton, 2004),
and a decrease in exploration speed (Mehta et al., 2002; Frank et
al., 2004; Jeewajee et al., 2008; Penley et al., 2013). Further, these

changes covary, so that part of the variability in theta rhythm and
neuronal activities can be explained by variation in exploration
speed (Vanderwolf, 1969; Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; Mc-
Naughton et al., 1983; Sławińska and Kasicki, 1998). In our re-
cordings, the running speed of the animals increased in later laps
as expected (Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient r � 0.07, p �
1.40 
 10�7; Fig. 4a, fourth panel), co-occurring with an in-
creased place cell overall firing rate (Pearson’s linear correlation
coefficient r � 0.04, p � 9.57 
 10�4; Fig. 4a, third panel), an
increased instantaneous theta frequency (Pearson’s linear corre-
lation coefficient r � 0.09, p � 10�10; Fig. 4a, second panel), and
a decreased normalized theta peak amplitude (Pearson’s linear
correlation coefficient r � �0.07, p � 2.94 
 10�8; Fig. 4a, first
panel). To examine whether the observed decrease in theta se-
quence strength on the first lap can be explained by novelty-based
changes in intrinsic hippocampal function or the animal’s speed
of locomotion (Maurer et al., 2012), we correlated theta sequence
strength with peak theta amplitude (Fig. 4b, first column), in-
stantaneous theta frequency (Fig. 4b, second column), place cell
firing rate (Fig. 4b, third column), or animal’s running speed
(Fig. 4b, fourth column). Under all four quantification methods,
theta sequence strength in the laps after the first (Fig. 4b, black
line) correlated significantly with theta peak amplitude, theta fre-
quency (with the exception of two methods), place cell firing rate
(with the exception of one method), and the animal’s running
speed; yet no significant correlation was detected between theta

Figure 3. Single-lap decoding was more accurate than whole session decoding and preserved the rapid development of theta sequences. a, Examples of 300 ms spike train (black bars) and
decoding using whole session decoding and single-lap decoding in lap 1 and lap 14. The spikes were ordered, respectively, by cells’ peak firing position in whole session place field or single-lap place
field. Blue line in spike train and black line in decoding indicate the animal’s current running location. The beginning and end of theta sequences were indicated as white (in decoding) or red bars
(in spike train). Magenta and green bars represent spikes from two cells. Color scale is the same as in Figure 1a. b, Averaged decoded probabilities (decoded window of 20 ms moving with 5 ms step)
on the animal’s current running locations between different laps. Black represents whole session decoding. Blue represents single-lap decoding. Green represents firing rate controlled data. c, d,
Same as in Figure 2 using single-lap decoding. * and color scale as in Figure 2.
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sequence strength on the first lap with any of the variables (Fig.
4b, gray line). Further, the specific theta amplitudes, theta fre-
quencies, place cell firing rates, and exploration speeds associated
with the strongest theta sequences during later laps were associ-
ated with little indication of theta sequence structure during the
first lap. We also randomly subsampled the spikes on each lap to
control for the variability of overall firing rates between laps (Fig.
5a,b). Firing rate controlled results preserved the observation of
theta sequence development, indicating that the novelty-based
change in overall firing rate was not sufficient to account for the
progressive change observed in theta sequence structure. We fur-
ther verified the results by subsampling theta cycles on subse-

quent laps to match the same speed profile as on the first lap (Fig.
5c,d). The above data suggest that the rapid emergence of theta
sequence structure after the first lap cannot be explained by lap-
by-lap variability of neural activities, such as theta rhythm, firing
rate, and the animal’s running speed.

Individual place fields demonstrated strong phase precession
on the first experience on a novel track
Several models of theta sequences propose that the sequential
firing patterns emerge as a natural consequence of phase preces-
sion within individual place cells (Skaggs et al., 1996); thus, we
asked whether phase precession was also absent on the first lap of

Figure 4. The variability of theta peak amplitude, theta instantaneous frequency, overall firing rate, and the animal’s running speed between laps was not sufficient to account for the emergence
of theta sequence structure after the first lap. a, Lap-by-lap changes of z-scored theta peak amplitude (first panel), instantaneous theta frequency (second panel), place cell overall firing rates (third
panel), and the animal’s running speed (fourth panel). b, Relationship between the above variables (four columns) and theta sequence strength under four different quantification methods (rows).
Gray represents lap 1. Red represents lap 2. Green represents lap 8. Blue represents lap 14. Black represents laps 2–14. Shaded area and error bar indicate SEM. Text represents correlation value. *p �
0.05. **p � 0.001.
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a novel track. In contrast to previous studies (O’Keefe and Recce,
1993; Skaggs et al., 1996; Huxter et al., 2003; Dragoi and Buzsáki,
2006), where phase precession was quantified using spikes pooled
across multiple traversals (Fig. 6a, top), we examined phase pre-
cession on a lap-by-lap basis, to provide a better representation of
temporally structured events (Schmidt et al., 2009). Individual
place fields, despite a wide variability in single-lap firing rates and
place field sizes, demonstrated strong phase precession during
the first lap on the novel track (Fig. 6a, bottom). The speed of the
phase advancement varied between place cells (Fig. 6a, blue line/
text) and was dependent on both the phase range of the spikes
and the size of place fields (Huxter et al., 2003). Of 139 stable
place fields, 59 showed strong phase precession with phase-
position correlation ��0.5 on the first lap, which was signifi-
cantly greater than predicted by chance (Monte-Carlo p � 2.00 

10�4; see Materials and Methods; Fig. 6b, top). The phase-
position correlation remained strong for the following laps
(mean r � �0.48) and, strikingly, was constant between lap 1 and
subsequent laps (Kruskal–Wallis test: H(13) � 16.48, p � 0.22;
Fig. 6b, bottom, black). Thus, phase precession appeared to be a
preexisting property of hippocampal place cells. Examining fur-
ther the properties of single-lap phase precession, no significant
difference between laps was observed in its slope (Kruskal–Wallis
test: H(13) � 9.18, p � 0.76; Fig. 6c, first panel, black) or phase
range (circular Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 0.48; Fig. 6c, third panel,
black), although there may have been a trend in phase offset
(circular Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 9.36 
 10�2; Fig. 6c, second
panel, black). Similar to place cell overall firing rate (Fig. 4a, third
panel), the in-field firing rate for the group of 139 stable place
fields also increased with running experiences (Pearson’s linear
correlation coefficient between mean in-field firing rate and run-

ning laps: r � 0.09, p � 6.09 
 10�5; between peak in-field firing
rate and running laps: r � 0.10, p � 5.46 
 10�6; Fig. 6c, fourth
panel); we therefore implemented the same firing rate control as
in theta sequence quantifications for phase precession (see Ma-
terials and Methods). Firing rate controlled results revealed no
significant difference across laps for phase-position correlation
(Kruskal–Wallis test: H(13) � 22.24, p � 5.18 
 10�2; Fig. 6b,
bottom panel, gray), phase precession slope (Kruskal–Wallis test:
H(13) � 7.79, p � 0.86; Fig. 6c, first panel, gray), or phase range
(circular Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 6.93 
 10�2; Fig. 6c, third
panel, gray). However, under firing rate control, a significant
difference across laps was observed in phase offset (circular
Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 3.46 
 10�2; Fig. 6c, second panel, gray),
which will be further examined in the next section. Together,
these data indicate that the observed absence of theta sequences
on the first lap of a novel track cannot be explained by a similar
lack of phase precession within individual neurons, suggesting
instead a circuit-level explanation.

A previous study has reported that single-lap phase precession
becomes stronger (Mehta et al., 2002) as a result of asymmetric
place field expansion with increased experience. We also ob-
served a significant shift of place filed location to the direction
that the animal is running from (Fig. 6d, first panel; Pearson’s
linear correlation coefficient, one-tailed, r � �0.09, p � 5.05 

10�5), yet we failed to replicate the increase of place field size
(Fig. 6d, second panel; Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient,
one-tailed, r � �0.02, p � 0.86), and the development of asym-
metric place fields with experience (Fig. 6d, third panel; skewness:
Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient, one-tailed, r � 0.07, p �
0.99; Fig. 6d, fourth panel; FRAI, r � 0.08, p � 0.99). Similar
conflicting results have been reported by other groups (Huxter et

Figure 5. Control of place cell firing rate and the animal’s running speed for the development of theta sequences. a, b, Same as in Figure 2, firing rate control. c, d, Same as in Figure 2, data
controlling for the animal’s running speed. * and color scale as in Figure 2.
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al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2009). However, these
studies, like ours, defined place field boundaries through firing
rate thresholds, which might affect the precision of measure-
ments of place field shape, such as skewness, if a portion of the
place field tail was excluded by the boundaries. Nonetheless, our
results demonstrated strong individual neuronal phase preces-
sions throughout the recording session, whose strength were not
affected by the progressive change of place field locations.

The phase offset of phase precession became more
synchronized among individual neurons after the first
experience on novel track
Having demonstrated that the presence of phase precession does
not necessarily result in population-level theta sequences, we
next addressed the neural mechanism underlying this apparent
dissociation between the two phenomena. First we verified that
the absence of theta sequences on the first lap was not driven by a
portion of place fields possessing weak phase precession on the
first lap. Previously, we demonstrated that the average strength of
phase precession was constant across laps (Fig. 6b, bottom). We
further reconstructed theta sequences using only the subset of

place fields that possessed strong phase precession (phase-
position correlation r � �0.5) on the first lap; also, to be consis-
tent with the firing rate criterion of examining single-lap phase
precession, we excluded place fields with peak firing rates �5 Hz
in this analysis. The reconstruction based on the subset of place
fields again revealed no clear sequential structure on the first lap,
yet theta sequence strength immediately after the first lap was
largely unaffected (Fig. 7a,b). This control analysis indicates that
weak single-lap phase precession does not explain the observed
absence of theta sequences on the first lap, further suggesting
instead a circuit-level explanation for the dissociation between
phase precession and theta sequences. An example of this disso-
ciation can be seen in Figure 3a, where the spikes from two place
cells (magenta and green) independently precess through three
consecutive theta cycles during both the first and the fourteenth
traverse of the same environment by the animal, yet the overall
temporal relationship between the two neurons changes on dif-
ferent trials.

One explanation that accounts for the absence of theta se-
quences on the first lap despite the presence of phase precession is
that while each individual neuron undergoes phase precession,

Figure 6. Individual place field demonstrated strong phase precession on the first experience on a novel track. a, Phase precession from four different place cells. Each spike has been plotted out
twice on the corresponding theta phase and the phase plus 360 degrees for visualization purpose. Top, Spikes from the whole session. Bottom, Spikes during the first lap; only spikes within the
boundary of whole session place field or single-lap place field are shown. Red solid line indicates firing rate �1 Hz. Red dashed line indicates firing rate �1 Hz. Blue line indicates fitted line of phases
with positions. Text on the upper right corner indicates the fitted slope. b, Top, Distribution of number of strong phase precessions (r � �0.5) from 5000 shuffles of 139 stable place fields. The 59
place fields on the first lap demonstrated strong phase precession (red line). Bottom, Pearson’s linear correlations between animal’s running positions and shifted theta phases of emitted spikes
across laps. Black represents original data. Gray represents firing rate control. c, Phase precession slope (first panel), phase offset (second panel), phase range (third panel), in-field mean (red), and
peak (pink) firing rate (fourth panel) of 139 stable place fields across laps. d, Place field center of mass shift (first panel), ratio of size change (second panel), skewness (third panel), and FRAI (fourth
panel) across laps in reference to the whole session place field.
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each place cell initially precesses through a different phase range
of the theta cycle, leading to a lack of structured sequence.
Experience-dependent changes in hippocampal circuitry may
subsequently serve to coordinate place cells, aligning them to the
same phase offset to produce coherent theta sequences. Consis-
tent with this hypothesis, we observed that the phase offset on the
first lap was widely distributed and not significantly different
from a uniform distribution (Fig. 7c, first polar plot, p � 0.14,
Rayleigh test for circular uniformity), whereas on subsequent

laps, the phase offset distribution was more concentrated and
significantly different from a uniform distribution (Fig. 7c, sec-
ond to fifth polar plot, p � 6.07 
 10�8 for lap 2 to lap 14, circular
uniformity test). The length of the resultant vector of phase off-
sets after the first experience was more than three times larger
than that of the first lap (Fig. 7c, red), indicating a larger variabil-
ity of phase offset on the first lap. We obtained similar results
when controlling for firing rate variance between different laps
(Fig. 7c, green) and also when we restricted our analysis only to

Figure 7. The phase offset of phase precession became more synchronized among individual neurons after the first experience on novel track. a, b, Reconstructed theta sequences using the
subset of place cells that possessed strong first-lap phase precession preserved the rapid development of theta sequences. Plots are the same as in Figures 2, 3, and 5. * c, Phase offset distribution
of 139 place fields in lap 1 (first row, left), lap 2 (first row, middle), lap 6 (first row, right), lap 10 (second row, left), and lap 14 (second row, middle). Gray represents angles. Black represents scales
of histogram. Red represents resultant vectors. Right (second row), Resultant vector length of phase offset of 139 stable place fields between different laps (red); firing rate control (green); place
fields with strong phase precession (black). d, Left, Resultant vector length of phase offset of 531 place field pairs within recording sites (blue) and 2870 place field pairs between recording sites
(black). Middle, Theta phase deviation from 89 recording sites (black) and the resultant vector length of the phase deviations (red) across laps. Right, Spike modulation depth of cells with stable place
fields by theta oscillation. * and color scale as in Figure 2.
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place fields that demonstrated strong phase precession on each
lap (Fig. 7c, black). We next examined whether there was larger
phase offset variability for cells recorded from different recording
sites than for those from the same recording site. Within-sites
place field pairs demonstrated significantly smaller phase offset
variability in single-lap phase precession than between sites place
field pairs (resultant vector length of single-lap phase offset of
place field pairs, mean � SEM: 0.78 � 0.00 vs 0.71 � 0.00,
within-sites vs between sites; p � 10�10, Wilcoxon rank sum test;
Fig. 7d, left). Further, the decrease of single-lap phase offset vari-
ability with experience was more predominant for between-sites
than within-sites pairs (Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient:
within-sites, r � 0.027, p � 1.94 
 10�2; between sites, r � 0.031,
p � 2.78 
 10�10). The decrease of phase offset variability among
place fields could not be explained by either the theta phase de-
viation among different recording sites, as has been previously
reported (Lubenov and Siapas, 2009; Patel et al., 2012), or by the
spike modulation depth (Carr et al., 2012) by theta oscillation.
No progressive changes of theta phase deviation (Fig. 7d, middle,
black line; circular Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 0.71) or its variability
(Fig. 7d, middle, red line; Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient
r � �0.16, p � 0.58) were observed, and the spiking of cells with
stable place fields was theta-modulated to a similar extent
throughout experience (Fig. 7d, right; Pearson’s linear correla-
tion coefficient r � �0.15, p � 0.60). Together, these data suggest
that, upon exposure to a novel environment, individual neurons
initially exhibit distinct phase offsets that rapidly become syn-
chronized through early experience (Fig. 8). Further, this rapid
synchronization may involve macroscopic coordination of neu-
ral activity between different regions of the hippocampus.

Discussion
We have demonstrated that ensemble-level theta sequences de-
velop rapidly with experience, in contrast to individual neuronal
phase precession that occurs without prior experience in the cur-
rent environment. A previous study has reported that single-lap
phase precession becomes stronger with increased experience
(Mehta et al., 2002). However, their study used the same phase
offset to quantify phase-position correlation for all laps, which
according to our data, would produce a weak correlation for the

first lap because the phase offset among individual neurons was
most widely distributed on the first lap compared with other laps
(Fig. 7c). Here we quantified phase-position correlation lap by
lap using single-lap phase offset, such that trial-by-trial variability
of neural activities can be taken into account (Schmidt et al.,
2009). In addition, the finding of Mehta et al. (2002) on phase
precession development was proposed to be a neuronal read-out
of the asymmetric expansion of place fields during early experi-
ence (Mehta et al., 2000), but this asymmetry has not been repli-
cated in our study or in other groups’ reports (Huxter et al., 2003;
Lee et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2009).

Complementary to our findings, Cheng and Frank (2008) in-
vestigated how experience shapes hippocampal theta sequences
and phase precession across days, and reported both stronger
phase precession and higher spiking coordination between pairs
of place cells during theta oscillations for familiar days compared
with novel days. These results are in accordance with the notion
of experience-dependent changes to hippocampal networks, but
they do not address the possibility of rapid plasticity on the time-
scale of individual running laps or the possibility of a dissociation
between phase precession and theta sequences, which in our data
is revealed by the separate examination of laps. Particularly strik-
ing is the fact that, although theta sequences are wholly absent
during the first lap, they require only that first lap of experience to
develop. It is likely also that our direct measurement of sequences
across large numbers of cells enhances the resolution of these
effects over the use of pairwise correlation measures (Cheng and
Frank, 2008).

To accurately examine progressive changes of neuronal activ-
ities on the timescale of individual running laps upon exposure to
novel environments, we implemented a decoding algorithm
based on single-lap experience. The traditional method of pool-
ing spikes across multiple experiences of the same environment
helps to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of position estimation
under the assumption that a stable population code has already
been established. However, in a novel environment, the neuronal
representation of space is not stable (Wilson and McNaughton,
1993; Frank et al., 2004) and undergoes progressive changes, such
as place field center of mass shift or the development of place field

Figure 8. Model of theta sequence development. Phase precessions of individual neurons initially exhibit distinct phase offsets (first lap) but rapidly become synchronized after experience (late
laps).
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directionality (Mehta et al., 2000; Frank et al., 2004; Lee et al.,
2004; Roth et al., 2012), which limit the utilization of whole ses-
sion decoding. As we demonstrated from our data, single-lap
decoding naturally characterized neuronal spatial representation
with equal accuracy on each individual lap and represented more
accurate estimation than whole session decoding. It is also rea-
sonable to believe that the accuracy should increase with the
number of place cells that are simultaneously being recorded.
Moreover, the algorithm of single-lap decoding is potentially
more relevant to the online computations performed by the brain
areas downstream of the hippocampus (Schmidt et al., 2009).

Contrary to the long-standing hypothesis that individual neu-
ronal phase precession necessarily results in population-level
theta sequences (Skaggs et al., 1996), our data demonstrate the
absence of theta sequences on the first traversal of a novel linear
track despite strong phase precession among individual place
cells, further supporting the notion that phase precession and
theta sequence may be dissociable (Dragoi and Buzsáki, 2006;
Foster and Wilson, 2007). This is particularly striking with single-
lap decoding, for which position is as strongly decoded as on
other laps, but unlike subsequent laps is static throughout the
theta cycle. Possible explanations to account for phase preces-
sion’s insufficiency to evoke theta sequences on the first lap in-
clude the variability of firing rates between different laps, the
variability between place field sizes and shapes, and the variability
of the exact timing of spikes between different neurons. The first
two explanations are unlikely because controlling for the number
of emitted spikes on each lap yielded similar results (Fig. 6b,
gray), and only place fields that were stable throughout the re-
cording session were used (see Materials and Methods). The third
explanation is the most likely because we have demonstrated that
the phase offset of phase precession for individual neurons be-
comes more synchronized after the first lap, indicating a decrease
in the variability of the exact timing of spikes between different
neurons with experience (Fig. 7c). Note that this change is com-
patible with the possible trend that we observed in overall phase
offset (Fig. 6c, second panel). Moreover, it is possible that, in
addition to a reduction in the variability of phase offsets, there
may be a reduction in the variability of phase slope/range (Fig. 6c,
first and third panels), which our analyses did not fully extract
but might also serve to bind cells together in sequences. It is also
possible that more complex changes in the spiking time relation-
ships between neurons beyond the alignment of phase precession
properties might have contributed to the development of theta
sequences. Taken together, our findings suggest that the first ex-
perience of running along a novel linear track modulates the
timing of firing of different neurons, to increase the temporal
coordination between neurons in the following laps.

Our results have implications for the mechanisms underlying
the formation of theta sequences. It has previously been proposed
that the sequential firing structure of theta sequences could sim-
ply arise from spike phase precession of independent neurons
driven by a common theta pacemaker (pacemaker models, e.g.,
the dual-interference model; O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Skaggs et
al., 1996); alternatively, it might require a strengthened temporal
coordination among specific hippocampal cell assemblies rein-
forced by experience. Our results suggest that the latter is the case,
as we observed a rapid formation of theta sequence structure
during early experience. One candidate mechanism is synaptic
plasticity because it is well established that increasing the cou-
pling strength between oscillating neurons can lead to strong
phase synchronization (Breakspear et al., 2010). Further, the for-
mation of sequence structure that we observed was associated

with increased spiking coordination between anatomically distrib-
uted groups of neurons, suggesting the possibility of macroscopic
coordination across the hippocampus. It remains unknown how
this coordination integrates with other features of hippocampal
macroscopic organization that have been reported, such as the trav-
eling wave of theta along the septotemporal axis of the hippocampus
(Lubenov and Siapas, 2009; Patel et al., 2012), or progressive differ-
ences in spatial coding properties along this axis (Kjelstrup et al.,
2008) and along the proximodistal axis of CA1 (Henriksen et al.,
2010).

It is widely thought that experience-driven plastic changes in
hippocampus underlie many learning and memory processes
(Morris et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1986; Whitlock et al., 2006).
Although it may take more than 10 min to develop a stable pop-
ulation code for a novel square arena (Wilson and McNaughton,
1993), and up to 3 d for a place field to fully develop its direction-
ality on a novel linear arm (Frank et al., 2004), we have reported
a very rapid process of formation for theta sequences, almost
exclusively happening within the first experience (on average a
few seconds of running on the novel linear track), when other
neural activities were still undergoing progressive changes. This
one-trial dramatic change of hippocampal sequential firing
structure does not only support the notion of fast learning in the
hippocampus but also indicates an important role of theta se-
quences in early spatial learning.

In conclusion, our results suggest that hippocampal neural
networks may undergo rapid plasticity during experience, to ac-
quire predictive representations of the immediate future in the
form of theta sequences. This rapid development of theta se-
quences only requires a single experience and is achieved by syn-
chronizing experience-independent temporal coding across
individual neurons (Fig. 8).
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